Getting Great Sounds
f r o m yo u r N e w

Athena Hybrid
Hybrids are mythological creatures combining more
than one species. Your new Athena Hybrid from
Luna Guitars combines the best playability, feels and
sounds of acoustic and electric instruments into one
- offering players a wide and rich palette that is more
than the sum of its parts.
Like your own personal Excalibur, this is a worthy
instrument that you can take into any gig
and know you’re ready for anything...
rock, jazz, folk, country, rockabilly...
pretty much whatever you or
your audience are in the
mood for. As a recording
tool, a staple in your live
shows, or just for your
own enjoyment and
amusement,
your
Athena Hybrid will
cover all the bases.
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Your Athena Hybrid offers such a wide variety of
sounds, you should invest some time in getting to
know its controls.
Experimenting with combinations of settings will
reveal the full tonal range of this guitar - within
which, you can find and take note of settings that
‘strike a chord’ within your music.

Be sure to try:
· Pure electric tone, via the three-position
pickup selector switch, in combination with the
Humbucker Master Tone knob.
· Pure acoustic tone, with piezo pickup only.
· Combinations of

electric + acoustic
tones, using the mini

switch in the middle
position to select
humbuckers + piezo.
Experiment with the
humbucker and the
piezo pickup volume
knobs in combination.
You can also roll back
the humbucker master
tone control to hear a
darker, warmer electric
sound layered ‘underneath’
the brighter piezo sound.
Then, adjust the humbucker
and piezo volumes to taste.

Above all, have fun

finding & using your
newfound sounds!
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